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Within one quarter, the whole Softcat sales community (approx. 50% of the business) 
was using Area SIX on a regular basis.

Within the same time period, the entire business had at some point explored Area SIX.

Well over 50% of the content shared via Area SIX is actively engaged with by customers.

A new revenue stream has been created via Area SIX, with a number of partners now 
investing through the platform.

In response to the pandemic, we needed 
to create a new way for Softact to 

communicate incentives to the sales team. 
So we created the ACE Place: a dedicated 
digital space, accessed via Area SIX, which 
enables the clear communication of Softcat 

incentives and partner information.incentives and partner information.

The platform is dynamic, exciting and 
constantly evolving – a destination 
that’s engaging and easy to use.

It replaces the on-screen content that was It replaces the on-screen content that was 
previously delivered via digital screens within 
Softcat’s physical office spaces, and it was 

delivered within just four weeks.

Area SIX inspires and engages the Softcat sales community, offering everything they need to 
increase their sales potential with both prospects and existing customers. Account Managers 
can find information and assets quickly and easily via simple-to-navigate carousels and categories, 
with recognisable Softcat genres used to group content in a way that makes sense.

The platform also makes the internal exchange of content simple, enabling employees to share 
materials with customers in order to drive collaboration, build relationships and uncover new 
opportunities. Designed to be as simple and intuitive as Netflix, Area SIX means Account opportunities. Designed to be as simple and intuitive as Netflix, Area SIX means Account 
Managers can now maximise their sales opportunities – and chill. 

The Ouctome:

Importantly, it enables them to 
understand if, when and where their 
customer has accessed the content, 
informing their next conversation – 
and driving deeper engagement. 

Traditionally, content created to 
support the Softcat sales community support the Softcat sales community 
was stored on the company website, 
or in different places within Share-
Point. This might have been the logical 
thing to do, but it wasn't always easy 
for employees to find the things they 
wanted – meaning some assets 
weren’t being used to their full weren’t being used to their full 
potential. Area SIX changed all that.

Created for Softcat, Area SIX (Sales Information Xchange) is a sales 
enablement platform that allows Account Managers to find, access and share 

best-in-class content with their customers.

Let’s talk about SIX...


